Ford astro van

The Ford Aerostar is a range of vans that was manufactured by Ford from the to the model
years. The first minivan powered exclusively by V6 engines, the Aerostar was also one of the
first vehicles to introduce all-wheel drive to the segment in North America. The model line was
sold in multiple configurations, including passenger and cargo vans, along with an
extended-length body. Sold primarily in the United States and Canada, a limited number of
vehicles were exported outside of North America. The Aerostar was replaced for the model year
by the front-wheel drive Ford Windstar ; Ford sold both model lines concurrently through the
model year. The role of the Aerostar cargo van was left unfilled, with the Ford Transit Connect
serving as the closest successor in terms of size and capability. For its entire production, the
model line was assembled by the St. Louis Assembly Plant in Hazelwood, Missouri. In total, 2,,
vehicles were produced across a single generation. Additional objectives for the vehicle would
include increased interior space over station wagons and more attractive styling over full-size
vans. Dubbed the Ford Carousel, a prototype was tested from to Along with restyled A-pillars
and a completely new front fascia, the Carousel received a wagon-style roofline with
wraparound window glass ; in a key indication of its future as family-oriented vehicle, the
Carousel wore a rear tailgate with a drop-down rear window with simulated exterior woodgrain
trim. Inside, it was fitted with two rear bench seats with interior trim similar to the Ford Country
Squire and Mercury Colony Park. While the Ford Carousel received a positive response by many
Ford executives for a potential introduction, it ultimately would not reach production. In , Lee
Iaccoca and Hal Sperlich both departed Ford and were hired by Chrysler; the Chrysler minivan
project was approved by the end of While adopting the basic "garageable van" concept of the
Ford Carousel prototype, the resulting Dodge Caravan and Plymouth Voyager were far different
vehicles in terms of layout and engineering. During the early s, as the American automotive
industry learned of the development of the Chrysler minivans, Ford commenced development of
its own vehicle in response. The energy crises of the late s had made fuel economy a high
priority of vehicle design; as such, producing the Ford Carousel downsizing the Ford Club
Wagon to a lower height would not be a competitive option for Ford. While using the 6-foot
height of the Carousel as a starting point in concept, the s Ford "garageable van" was a
completely clean-sheet design. In a major shift, the new design shifted mechanical commonality
from full-size trucks and vans to the compact Ford Ranger in an effort to reduce weight. In what
would be a major break from the Chrysler and GM minivans, the Ford minivan received a
distinct chassis with model-specific front and rear suspension. In , the Ford Aerostar name was
first used as Ford unveiled a concept vehicle previewing the final production minivan. The Ford
Aerostar used the rear-wheel drive Ford VN1 platform , developed specifically for the model line.
The first Ford light truck designed with a unibody chassis, the VN1 chassis the first Ford
chassis given an alphanumeric designation was reinforced with full-length integrated frame
rails. The first Ford light truck to shift away from Twin I-Beams, the front suspension of the
Aerostar more closely matched Ford full-size sedans, including unequal-length A-arms and coil
springs. The rear suspension was a live rear axle fitted with a three-link configuration with coil
springs similar to the Panther-platform cars of the time. A hp 2. For , coinciding with the
introduction of the E-4WD option, a hp 4. For , a 5-speed overdrive automatic transmission was
introduced for the 4. Using a Dana TC28 transfer case with a center differential regulated by an
electronically controlled electro-magnetic clutch , all four wheels were given traction at all
times. To accommodate the added weight and friction losses, the option was paired with the
higher-torque 4. Distinguished by its sloped-nosed design, the Ford Aerostar utilized a
"one-box" design similar to the Renault Espace and the Ford Transit ; in contrast to its
European counterparts, the Aerostar had much shorter overhangs with the wheels placed at the
corners. In an effort to further improve its fuel efficiency and aerodynamics and lower its curb
weight, several plastic body parts bumpers, rear hatch that were utilized in the concept car were
adopted for production. As a response to the Dodge Grand Caravan and Plymouth Grand
Voyager, an unnamed extended-length version of the Ford Aerostar entered production for
Sharing the inch wheelbase with the standard-length version, the extended-length Aerostar
added 14 inches to the rear body. During the s, the extended-length Aerostar would become the
most popular version of the vehicle. While the Ford Aerostar would never see a full redesign
over its year production run, it would see a number of detail changes to bring it in line with
other Ford trucks. For , the nameplate badging was changed, moving it from each fender to the
tailgate; it was changed from chrome to silver in color. In , the chrome grille was replaced by a
black-trim grille; the bracketed towing mirrors were replaced by integrated powered sideview
mirrors. In , an extensive facelift redesigned the grille, bumpers, wheels, and replaced the
sealed-beam headlights with replaceable-bulb composite units the amber turn signal lenses
were changed to clear-lens units. As it was becoming a federal requirement, a center brake light
was added for As the Aerostar had been slated for discontinuation after the model year, few

visible changes were made afterwards. For , the amber rear turn signal lenses were deleted; XLT
models were given optional 14x6" seven-hole alloy wheels. In contrast to its radical exterior
design, the interior design of the Ford Aerostar adopted many industry-standard features. For
example, the seven-passenger Aerostar was configured with the seating layout popularized in
both Chrysler and General Motors minivans. Borrowing features from full-size conversion vans,
XLT-trim versions were available with second-row bucket seats; another option allowed both
rear bench seats to fold down to make a bed; both rows of rear seats were removable. However,
the interior also featured several European-influenced designs: the Aerostar was fitted with a
floor-mounted shifter for both automatic and manual transmissions and was equipped with a
handbrake which would become a feature in all US-market Ford minivans ; in a fashion similar
to the Volkswagen Vanagon , the second-row windows slid open. While cupholders were
relegated to an optional armrest in the third-row seats, the Aerostar could be specified with up
to six ashtrays and two cigar lighters; the interior may have been designed with a smoker in
mind. In , coinciding with the exterior updates, the interior also saw a major upgrade. Along with
the addition of a driver's side airbag and three-point seatbelts for all six outboard seats, the
dashboard was redesigned with improved controls many shared with the Econoline and a new
instrument panel. In , integrated child safety seats were introduced as an option. Along with a
cargo van distinguished by its available double rear doors and lack of side windows , the
Aerostar passenger van called the Wagon came in two trim levels: base-trim XL and deluxe-trim
XLT in keeping with the Ford truck line. Many features standard on the XLT were available as
extra-cost options on the XL, such as power windows, mirrors, and locks, air conditioning, and
privacy glass. Introduced during the model year, the Aerostar was one of the first Ford vehicles
to feature the outdoors-themed Eddie Bauer brand as a trim package. The Eddie Bauer trim
combined the interior convenience features of the XLT trim with two-tone exterior paint tan as
the accent color on the rocker panels and wheel trim and a tan outdoors-themed interior. As on
the XLT, cloth seating surfaces were standard; as part of the update, leather seats became an
option. A standard feature of the trim package an option on the XLT was a feature allowing the
second and third row bench seats to fold flat into a large bed across the rear half of the interior.
Following the introduction of the extended-length wagon in , the Eddie Bauer trim was available
in both body configurations. After , the option package came with the 4. After the model year,
the Eddie Bauer trim was discontinued as the Aerostar trim line was consolidated to the cargo
van and the Aerostar XLT. Distinguished by their silver-accented paint and "Sport" pinstriping,
the Sport featured integrated running boards with a color-matched front air dam and
color-matched rear mud flaps. On darker colors, the front grille and chrome was painted body
color. Ford engineers chose the front-engine layout for a variety of reasons. In terms of safety
and engine access in comparison to German and Japanese imports , the company found that
potential buyers preferred the configuration over rear and mid-engine vehicles. In the change
from concept to production, very little of the exterior design would change, except for the
window glass, headlights, and grille. Two running prototypes were built from the collaboration
of Ford and Ghia; [11] both used the stock 3. The HFX concept borrowed some features used in
other Ford vehicles, such as four-wheel air suspension and electronic climate control. From
there, some of the technologies showcased in the HFX had never before been seen in a
minivan; this included run-flat tires, adjustable pedals, power-sliding side doors, electric power
steering, ABS, traction control, seatbelt pretensioners, and movable grille shutters. While the
Ford Aerostar had proven successful in the minivan segment, by the end of the s, Ford sought
to gain a part of the significant market share held by the Chrysler minivans. In , the company
commenced design work on a successor to the Aerostar for a planned introduction. To compete
more directly against Chrysler, in its new minivan, Ford adopted the form factor of the
long-wheelbase Chrysler minivans. To further match Chrysler, what was to become the Ford
Windstar adopted front-wheel drive sedan underpinnings, developed alongside the Ford Taurus.
As the Ford Windstar was being readied for a model-year introduction, was set to be the final
year for the Aerostar. In a fashion similar to the planned replacement of the Fox-platform Ford
Mustang with a Mazda-based coupe in the late s, Ford received a negative reaction from its
dealers and the public. In response, Ford announced it would sell both the Aerostar and
Windstar vans for the upcoming future. Louis assembly line on August 22, ; a total of 2,, were
produced over 12 years. The Ford Windstar and later Ford Freestar was offered in a cargo van
configuration, but the first direct successor to the Aerostar Van, in terms of size and capability,
is the Ford Transit Connect. Imported into North America since , the front-wheel drive Transit
Connect is also offered in passenger configurations; a redesign led to the first seven-seat Ford
minivan since From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, rear-wheel
drive Front-engine, all-wheel drive â€” Ford Windstar Ford Transit Connect for cargo van. Main
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cutaway chassis only. Vans can be some of the most versatile vehicles out there, but most are
two-wheel drive. The addition of a 4WD system can transform a van from a family runabout or
package hauler to an all-terrain escape pod. For years, 4WD vans have been taking people to
some amazing places around the globe. Their ability to double as a home on the road has
become extremely popular with the vanlife crowd. These vans can take people on extraordinary
adventures off the beaten path when outfitted properly. In , the North American minivan
segment was red hot. The first domestic vehicle in the class to offer the ability to drive all four
wheels was the boxy Chevrolet Astro. All-wheel drive was an option on Astros from all the way
up until The Astro was facelifted in , making it look more like a full-size van. Nowadays, AWD
Astros have a devout following of adventurers taking these Chevys on overland adventures and
off-road treks. Interestingly, these vans had a partial unibody construction, with a partial frame
up front. There are lift kits out there that often involve spacers. From to Toyota offered its van in
4WD. These minivans were available with a true 4WD system which included a low-range
transfer case if you opted for the manual transmission. Power came from a 2. You could get the
van with an automatic or manual transmission, as well as automatic or manual locking hubs.
They could be had as a passenger van or as a cargo van without windows. The Toyota Vans are
known to run forever. However, parts can be tricky since they were only offered for three model
years. But these Russian-made vans have been made for over 50 years. Spartan, tough, and
shaped like a loaf of bread, these vans have been transporting people around some of the
harshest conditions for over half a century. Still being made today, modern versions of these
vans with seating for up to 11 have a 2. Power is put down through a 5-speed manual
transmission. The tough-as-nails UAZ has solid front and rear axles with leaf spring as well as
an available locking rear differential for maximum off-road traction off-road. The steadfast
design, no-frills nature, and Soviet-era design make the UAZ a living relic that you can buy
brand new in several configurations. Like Toyota, Mitsubishi Motors North America had a
forward-control unibody van in the late s simply called the van. It was only 2WD though. With a
two-speed transfer case and a very versatile interior, the Delica Star Wagons are still darlings of
the campervan crowd as well as Japanese domestic market JDM enthusiasts. Many get built-out
for overland travel. The fancy Crystal Lite roof, outdoor-themed Chamonix and Jasper trim
packages, and sci-fi styling make these super-cool 4WD vans globally swanky. In , Mitsubishi
released the second generation Delica van called the Space Gear. Compared to the previous
Star Wagon model, this variant had a much rounder style. This gearbox had a viscous coupler.
This allowed the van to operate in 4WD high with an open center differential making it great in
snow and slippery conditions. Like the Star Wagon, it had unibody construction. It also had a
solid rear axle with coil springs, however , and an independent front suspension with torsion
bars. It could also be had in high- or low-roof configurations. Plus, it could be bought in shortand long-wheelbase versions. The Space Gear was made until Its combination of power,
comfort, an optional long wheelbase, and decent aftermarket support continue to make it a
popular global option for campervans enthusiasts, travelers, and off-roaders alike.
All-wheel-drive turned this delivery runabout to an all-terrain transporter. But it does provide
full-time AWD and an excellent platform for a campervan or all-weather adventuremobile. This

makes it a viable choice for those who want space, but not a big RV. There are three lengths,
three roof heights, and two engine choices. This includes the powerful 3. Plus, being a new van,
you get all the safety features of a modern vehicle. There are a multitude of outfitters that can
transform the Transit into a hard-working utility van, or a globe-trotting camper. There are eight
different combinations of wheelbases, engines, and transmissions to choose from. Quigley will
use engines ranging from a 4. It uses its own unique torsion bar independent front suspension
and pairs it with a solid-rear axle with leaf springs. Quigley also implements a two-speed
transfer case. For over 60 years, VW vans have been used as campers and travel rigs. Vanagon
Syncros were offered in the U. These German-built vans had a 2. Syncros were equipped with a
five-speed manual transmission and had a viscous coupler system for full-time AWD traction.
These vans came factory equipped with optional locking rear differential making them
exceedingly capable right out of the box. Add a set of traction tires, and Syncros perform very
well off-road. These days, Syncros, especially in good condition, can be extremely pricey for
what they are. Models with the prized Westfalia campervan setup are sometimes regarded as
the golden fleece of 4WD vans. Although the E-Series van is only available as a cutaway these
days, Sportsmobile still converts them. They tout this for the discerning off-road enthusiast.
Buyers get lots of premium off-road goodies. Most notably, Sportsmobile now molds a
steel-reinforced fiberglass shell behind the main cab. The integrated penthouse top drops flush
into the shell for a streamlined look. There are unlimited possibilities with these vans and they
can take you just about anywhere. This van is arguably the gold standard among new 4WD
vans, especially from a campervan perspective. It can be optioned with a true 4WD setup
featuring high- and low-range drive modes. There are two lengths. The 4WD models feature the
3. This mill churns up hp and lb. There are three models to choose from: cargo, crew, and
passenger vans, all with different amounts of windows and seats. The Sprinter is the darling of
the adventure crowd these days. There are countless outfitters willing to build out the van for
weekend warriors or global travelers. The Sprinter is also a truly global platform. The setup is
sold worldwide. This makes it serviceable in many parts of the world. Andy Lilienthal is a
life-long automotive enthusiast. He's written for several publications since the early s and has
worked in the automotive aftermarket for over a decade. He enjoys working on cars and trucks,
has a thing for oddball 4WDs and small cars, and loves to travel and camp. Andy lives with his
wife, Mercedes, in Portland, Oregon. Skip to content. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. The dealer quickly responded to my repeated inquires, and was
very helpful and professional. In the end I did chose not to purchase this vehicle, but would
have no problems returning to this dealer for any possible future purchases. Dimitri is very
knowledgeable about the vehicles he sells very pleased with his professionalism. Launched in ,
the Aerostar was Ford's first entry into the minivan market. Like its popular Econoline panel
vans, the Aerostar was built on a truck chassis: the upside of this was rugged durability, but the
downside was a less agile feel than many other minivans of the day. The Aerostar's design
reflected the futuristic look that was popular in the mid '80s. Its front end seems almost
reminiscent of the early space shuttles, a resemblance Ford capitalized on in its advertising.
Unfortunately, the Aerostar's safety and recall record was a little too reminiscent of the space
shuttle's. Issues with the electric system and with the transmission, especially in the s, led to
pretty extensive recalls on some models. Still, if you've got a good Aerostar, it seems to live
forever. The sturdy body construction and solid platform make this reliable and functional
transportation. The Aerostar began to be phased out in favor of the Windstar in ; was the last
model year for the Ford Aerostar minivan. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Ford Aerostar for
Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Ford Aerostar listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Negotiable , mi.
Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford
dealers in Chicago IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in
Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. The man I spoke to proves that not all used car salesman are snakes. I
called from Louisiana and upon informing him of that he told me that this is a northern truck

with typical rust that wasn't able to be seen in the photos. I appreciate the honesty and the fact
he saved me a lot of time and money by letting me know what was what with the truck. I set up
an appointment with Mark to see this specific van, via multiple emails. When we arrived Mark
and a boy came out. I introduced myself he informed me that the van sold the night before. I'm
only annoyed that he let us drive all the way there when he had ample time to email me to
inform me it was no longer available. Professional staff , great car low miles as described. Very
friendly establishment. Great transaction. Thanks mark. I'm from South Carolina and I was
driving up to close a deal when all of a sudden they want me to pay a higher down payment they
should tell u one price and take advantage of hard working people so I give them a one. These
guys have been great. Immediate feeback and response to my requests. I hope the car is still
available in late spring. I'm going to drive from Wisconsin to Avon Indiana and buy that car.
Made an agreement to buy the car with the salesman, arranged a trade in and the salesman sold
the car out of under us when we were on the way down to buy. Beware of this dealer, not honest
people, don't waste time trying to buy from them. Your choice autos dealership made this
process so easy for me! Salesperson Azeem was great!. I walked in this morning and walked
out within an hour and a half with a Dodge Charger. Everything went very smoothly and quickly.
I would highly recommend buying your next vehicle from them. Very responsive. We ended up
going with another vehicle, but they were easy to work with. Super helpful people. I feel like they
went the extra mile so that I got the loan that I needed. And they made sure the car were sound
before I drove off with it. They were very nice, no pressure. And I feel like I got a great deal. I
highly recomend. They made a less than optimal situation very smooth. Thank you to everyone
involved!! Very rude! Not interested in helping me find a vehicle. I asked about a vehicle, they
put me on hold, came back and gave me a price higher! I said blue book is lower than price.
They said that's what they need for this vehicle. No negotiation at all. Dealer was very friendly
and responded to all my questions. I will definitely visit this car dealership when I get my taxes.
Not pushy at all, very informative. Wasted and hour driving to look at a car that was not worth
the price they were asking. Car was beat up and it looked like they used spray paint to try and
cover the scratches. Nobody acknowledged that we were there even with an employee standing
outside. Soooo extremely wonderful and helpful!! I'm still wanting this car!! Hoping for it to
come down a bit. The guys are great. I really hope to do business with them. The Astro made its
first appearance in and put Chevy into the minivan market, competing against American
vehicles such as the Ford Aerostar and Dodge Caravan. However, for a van seemingly intended
to be a family vehicle, the Astro was plagued by poor safety ratings. The Astro had a much
wider consumer base than simply families. The van was very popular among those looking for a
conversion-van platform or for those that wanted to otherwise customize their vehicles. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. Used Chevrolet Astro for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25
mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Astro listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Request Information. Private Seller: Lonnie. CarGurus Pay. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Chevrolet dealers in Atlanta GA. Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL. Chevrolet dealers
in Dallas TX. Chevrolet dealers in Houston TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los Angeles CA. Chevrolet
dealers in Miami FL. Chevrolet dealers in New York NY. Chevrolet dealers in Philadelphia PA.
Chevrolet dealers in Washington DC. Feeling cramped? Stand tall with a professionally installed
Tufport Van Top. Your van interior will have up to 76 inches of headroom so you can move
around inside comfortably. Our lightweight fiberglass, one-piece van tops are leakproof and
provide more storage space in your van while maintaining its aerodynamics. All tops are
expertly installed in just one day. We are located just 30 minutes from the Washington State
border in Vancouver, Canada. Utility Model: is for those who prefer to finish interior themselves
while saving a few bucks. Deluxe Model: is for our customers who want to drive away with a
completely insulated and finished roof interior. Same Day Installation Service Van tops are
expensive to ship because of their size. We complete all installs in one business day. You
simply drop your van off at am and pick it up at pm with your new van top ready to go. During
installation, you can hang out in our office, get driven into the quaint village of Ladner to enjoy
local shops, or take a walk along the dyke to see the wildlife. Which vans do your van tops fit?
Can you ship the van top so I can install it myself? For less than the cost of packing and freight,

you could drive up and see us on the beautiful West Coast of British Columbia. Why attempt
installation? Let our experts handle the installation for you. What do I have to do to prep the van
for install? Any roof racks or other accessories must be removed from the roof. As much of the
interior as possible needs to be removed to give us space to work. If you have a passenger van,
the rear seats and rear headliner must be removed. Can a roof rack be installed? Yes, but we
recommend loading no more lbs. Use a roof rack for kayaks, surfboards, solar panels, etc. Can
solar panels be added to the roof? Yes, all of our van tops have some wood reinforcing in the
ceiling. Let us know what your plans are so we can add more if needed. Where is the optional
vent installed? This location keeps the overall height as low as possible. Can cabinets be
mounted? Yes, but we recommend our wood reinforcing option. What is the height of the front
lower section ahead of the step? Where is the LED dome light mounted? And can I add more?
The dome light is mounted just behind the step, which is approximately in the middle of the van
top. Additional dome lights can be mounted just about anywhere. Where can the optional
windows be installed? The windows can be mounted in the middle of the van or almost all the
way to the back. They can not be mounted closer to the front because the van top is too curved.
Does any of the original van roof remain after the install? For all installations we leave the front
section above the two front seats intact. Can you leave more of the metal roof in place? No, for
our install we cut the roof all the way to the back. Interior photo of a Deluxe finish on a Long
Wheelbase Ford van. Side of Long wheel base Ford van with custom windows. Side and rear of
Regular wheelbase Ford van. Interior of Long Wheelbase Ford van During install. Interior photo
of a Utility finish on a Long Wheelbase Ford van. Interior photo of a Deluxe finish on a Regular
Wheelbase Ford van. Side of Regular wheelbase Chevrolet Express van. Fully Insulated. Interior
Finish. Unfinished - ready for self finishing. High-gloss smooth gelcoat finish. Standing Room.
Up to 6ft 4in. Installation Included. Get your Van Top Have a question or ready to book your van
top installation? Contact Us! Locate Us. Rear of Ford van. Side and front of Regular wheelbase
Chevrolet Express van. Side of Regular wheel base Ford van. Side and front of Regular
wheelbase Ford van. Rear and side of Regular wheelbase. Front and Side of Long Wheelbase
Ford van. Interior of Commercial Finish Ford van. Side and rear of Regular wheelbase Chevrolet
Express van. Quote Request. Notice: JavaScript is required for this content. Small camper vans
are a great way to live the van life without paying an arm and a leg for your rig. Plus, these
campervans are a lot stealthier than a high-top van like a Mercedes Sprinter or a Ford Transit.
Plus, mini camper vans get better gas mileage and are easier to maneuver and park. Do you
love campervans and van life? Most of these small camper vans come in two different styles â€”
a cargo van or a passenger van. Which one you choose depends on what type of campervan
build you want. I personally love having a Chevy Astro passenger van with windows all around.
All of my windows have curtains, so the van is private when I need it to be. Check out
campervan rentals by owner on Outdoorsy! These van rentals are a great way to test out a van
before you buy. Are you convinced you want a mini camper van? Some people wonder why I
stick with the Chevy Astro, which is basically a glorified minivan. But I love how its easy to park
and is super stealthy. You can either buy a custom build or do a DIY van. Want to start living the
van life right now? The Mercedes Metris is a new van to the North American market, being
introduced in This van has a turbocharged 2. The Mercedes Metris can carry more than the
other vans with a maximum payload of 2, pounds. Compare that to the Nissan NV, which has a
payload of 1, pounds. Mercedes Metris vans have a larger cargo area than the competition,
which means more room for your campervan build. Read more about the Mercedes Metris.
Check out what Sportsmobile did with a Mercedes Metris van. This might inspire you to build a
small DIY camper van. The Ford Transit Connect is an affordable mini camper van that gets
great gas mileage. You can get two types of engines with this small camper van, a 2. Maximum
payload on this van is 1, pounds. Click here to learn more about the Ford Transit Connect. This
custom Ford Transit Connect small camper van build shows what can be done with a really
small van:. This little van packs a cargo capacity of This van comes in second for cargo space
behind the Mercedes Metris. The Promaster City drives with a 2. It also has a nine-speed
automatic transmission. One level up from the basic cargo van model, or the SLT, gets you a
van that needs oil changes every 10, miles, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, cruise control and
heated seats. Click here to learn more about the Promaster City. The Nissan NV is an affordable
small van with great gas mileage, built for easy maneuvering in a city. The Nissan NV small
camper van only has a maximum payload of 1, pounds, so keep that in mind when planning out
your DIY campervan build. Click here to learn more about the Nissan NV Check out this video by
Recon Campers, which does wonders transforming the agile Nissan NV into a small camper van
for sale. The Toyota Sienna is a popular mini camper van as its one of the only brand new vans
available with All-Wheel-Drive. To boot, the Toyota Sienna is bigger than some of the top cargo
vans we mentioned above. Check this out:. Two of us sleep in this extremely affordable camper

van by reclining the back seats into a campervan bed , and I purchased two footstools from TJ
Maxx to extend the bed. We wanted a conversion van due to the higher fiberglass roof. Whether
you choose a cargo van or a passenger van is up to you and depends on the type of campervan
build you want. Also, keep in mind that you could buy a car camping conversion kit to turn your
small cargo van into a camper. Thinking of living the van life? Kristin Hanes is a journalist who
founded The Wayward Home as a place to learn about alternative living. Read more about
Kristin here. Great intro to small camper vans. I hate to go with a Mercedes, so expensive to
maintain, and some of the American models I question reliability. Keep updating, I feel that the
camper van meets my needs for simplicity. Wish there were more pop ups in the small van
category. Hey Barbara! What a shame! Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Please read our disclosure policy for more info. Table of Contents. Our
Pick. Tutorials for electrical, water and propane Van layout ideas and diagrams Written by van
life couple. Rent a Campervan! A page step-by-step guide to building out a campervan. Kristin
Hanes. Pingback: How to do an awesome camper van conversion, DIY or custom-build.
Pingback: These car camper conversion kits will change your life - The Wayward Home.
Pingback: Van life couple leaves 'burbs for the open road - The Wayward Home. Best of luck
with the following! Thanks for sharing a smart thought. Stunning, Thanks for the excellent
outline Reply. Pingback: How to live in your car: 6 simple tips to get you started. Whatever your
budget, there are some considerations you should think about before you look through the best
vans for van life:. Keep in mind the price point I am using for vans still in production are right
out of the dealership. Want to learn even more about Van Life? Here are our favorite articles:. A
Mercedes Sprinter is considered one of the best vans for van life, even though it has a heftier
price tag than similar vans in its class. With a Sprinter van, you can choose between two
drivetrains, a diesel or gas engine, and 21 variations of the cargo van. Mercedes Sprinter
camper vans have higher-than-average off-road capabilities, are easy to handle and boast the
highest payload in their class. Sprinter vans are known for roomy passenger quarters,
high-quality materials and an abundance of safety features. The largest cargo van offers more
room than the biggest Ford Transit. Their biggest downside is their expense. Usually, you have
to take them to a Mercedes dealership if you have any problems on the road. Examples: Want to
see a Sprinter campervan in action? These are some of the best vans to live in thanks to their
roomy interiors, smooth handling and choice between 2WD and AWD. You can also choose
between a gas or a diesel engine, and three different powertrains, two of which are new in There
are plenty of safety features in the Ford Transit, including forward collision warning and
automatic emergency braking, with lots of options available as upgrades. The interior cargo
space of the largest Ford Transit is smaller than a Mercedes Sprinter, but larger than a Dodge
Promaster. Reviewers say the Ford Transit is pleasant to drive, with a modern interior and low
freeway noise. The Dodge Ram Promaster has a couple of qualities that make it one of the best
vans to live in. The Dodge Promaster comes with just one type of engine: a 3. Other issues to
think about is the Promaster lacks driver-assist and safety features offered by the Transit and
the Sprinter. These nondescript white cargo vans are often used by construction workers,
electricians and plumbers. Ford E-Series vans come with the choice of both gasoline or diesel
engines, with three different gas engines to choose from. You can also check out how this
couple converted an E on the cheap. Like the Ford E-Series, these are some of the best vans to
live in for urban stealth camping. The look of the van is also a bit outdated â€” the last body
redesign was in ! Choose between several trim options with this van. You can even get an
extended version of either the or versions, giving you more living space. Need a little more
headroom? Check out campervan rentals by owner on Outdoorsy! These van rentals are a great
way to test out a van before you buy. The Chevy Astro van is one of the best affordable vans
you can live in. These sturdy cargo and passenger vans have a cult following, with people either
jacking them up to make them off-road capable, or lowering them. Chevy Astro vans were built
between the years of and They were sold along with the GMC Safari. Both vans are nearly
identical with different names and branding. Example: See how I turned my Chevy Astro into an
off-road van. A conversion van is a Dodge, Chevy or Ford van that an outside company turned
into a luxury passenger vehicle. You can find older conversion vans for van life for pretty cheap
using Facebook Marketplace, Craigslist or Ebay. The Nissan NV is an affordable and stealth
small van you can live in. This cargo van gets great gas mileage mpg on the highway , fits into a
compact parking space and is really easy to drive. Each Nissan NV is powered by a 4-cylinder,
2. That means it also hauls less weight than other vans of a similar size. However, its cargo
space is above average for its class, making it a great small van for van life. The Nissan NV is
the van of choice for conversion company Recon campers , which adds a pop-top to create an
even roomier interior. Did you see that awesome awning above? Check out this article for even
more amazing awnings for your campervan! The Weekender includes a pop-top roof with a bed

that can sleep two, a sliding rear bench seat that converts into a bed for two, and and front
swivel seats. You can pay for even more upgrades or do them yourself. This Mercedes Metris
has a turbocharged 2. The Mercedes Metris can carry more than the other vans with a maximum
payload of 2, pounds. But on the flip side, it is the most expensive compact cargo van, needs
premium fuel, and the extended wheelbase is more difficult to park than smaller vans. Example:
Check out these Mercedes Metris camper conversions for some inspiration. You can get two
types of engines with this small camper van, a 2. Maximum payload on this van is 1, pounds.
Think UPS or old milk delivery trucks. It was made to be driven either sitting down or standing
up. Current stepvan manufacturers include General Motors, Ford and Freightliner trucks.
Choose between a gas or a diesel engine when looking at a step van for van life. These are also
typically low-slung vans, which may not be best if you want to do a lot of off1999 toyota tacoma repair manual pdf
mazda mx3 headlights
rear diff diagram
roading. Example: Single mom turns stepvan into adorable tiny home. Looking for more vans
with bathroom? Check this out. The Toyota Sienna is a popular minivan camper as its one of the
only brand new vans available with All Wheel Drive. The Sienna is one of the best minivans for
van life due to its roomy interior and length. However, it is the most expensive in its class.
Example : See what Oasis campervans is doing to Toyota Sienna minivans. Kristin Hanes is a
journalist who founded The Wayward Home as a place to learn about alternative living. Read
more about Kristin here. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Please read our disclosure policy for more info. Here are our favorite articles:
Curious what type of gear you should bring in your van? Here are our top picks for the best
Class B RV. Here are 4 portable toilet options to consider. Rent a Campervan! Kristin Hanes.
Pingback: 8 incredible minivan campers you have to see - The Wayward Home.

